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Intro
Background

Cryptocurrencies and digital blockchain assets market has grown into massive and self-
driven ecosystem of investors, speculators, and traders, exchanging numerous 
blockchain assets, where the Decentralized Finance (DeFi) has been the top trend 
since 2020, and Uniswap is perhaps the most innovative and successful DeFi project to 
have emerged so far. 



Uniswap V2 went live in May 2020, and in less than a year, it had gained over $135bn 
in trading volume, making it one of the world's most popular cryptocurrency spot 
exchanges. 



Uniswap utilises liquidity pools instead of the traditional order book, with this method, 
users can become liquidity providers and add funds into pools to enable quick swaps. 
Each liquidity pool is a trading venue for a pair of ERC20 tokens.



Liquidity tokens are minted and sent to the provider's address whenever users deposit 
assets into a certain pool. By providing liquidity, users share a portion of Uniswap's 
trading fees distributed to its liquidity pools. Providing liquidity in this manner can also 
be referred to as liquidity mining. 

Why did we choose UNISWAP v3?

 $1,41B 24h trading volume
 Up to 300 cryptocurrencies listed
 Over 72K Liquidity Provider
 $81M+ All Time Trade
 300+ Defi Integrations
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Uniswap v3 approach 

Uniswap V3 is the latest version of the decentralized exchange (DEX), released in May 
2021, nowadays displays the highest liquidity of any DEX built to facilitate peer-to-peer 
market-making and the swapping of ERC-20 tokens on the Ethereum blockchain. 



Uniswap V3 brought a bunch of updates, where the most exciting and potentially 
lucrative is considered to be concentrated liquidity. 



Assets staked in a liquidity pool used to be traded by default at every price point, from 
0 to infinity. With concentrated liquidity pools, users can set liquidity over a specific 
price range and effectively concentrate their liquidity to earn potentially higher returns 
in trading fees. 



This approach improves capital efficiency: the narrower the price range set for a 
specific asset pair, the higher the revenue generated, as long as liquidity provision 
remains within the set range. 



But everything comes with its price and to gain this high return and earn fees 
effectively, users have to navigate two fundamental issues: time costs and high gas 
fees. 



When there are not enough buyers to match with sellers or vice versa, Uniswap V3 
must dip into a liquidity pool to appropriate the assets required to complete the 
transaction. 



Uniswap V3 then pays the liquidity provider an exchange fee for providing this liquidity 
directly. 
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Market Problem 
The cryptocurrency market is highly volatile, and the price of assets can change 
dramatically in just a second. With Uniswap V3, this fluctuation can unexpectedly push 
liquidity providers out of their set range, causing financial damage and even leading to 
bankruptcy. 



To avoid this and continue operation efficiently, users must manually un-stake and re-
stake their assets at correct intervals into various liquidity pools. 



However, these actions require gas fees that can increase significantly when the 
number of users increases at any given time. This is especially relevant in times of high 
volatility as many market participants rush to adjust their trades.
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My Liquidity 

Partner
What is My Liquidity Partner? 

My Liquidity Partner is a way of making your coins create an extra source of passive 
income for you without spending hours in front of the charts. 



My Liquidity Program utilises your coins within the liquidity pools, run on Uniswap, 
with our advanced algorithms and experts we are able to give our Liquidity Partner’s a 
WEEKLY return on your position. We offer you a guarantee that we’ll match your ETH or 
BTC with our own pledged coins. 

Liquidity Pool Partnership Explained

A liquidity pool is a collection of digital currencies locked in a smart contract. Liquidity 
pools are used to facilitate decentralized trading, lending, and many more functions. 
Liquidity pools are the backbone of many decentralized exchanges (DEX).
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My liquidity Partner platform Concept 
v.1 solution 

The My Liquidity Partner platform provides extensive fee structure benefits while 
simultaneously automating the pool rebalancing. 

The platform manages the liquidity pools on behalf of the liquidity partners by offering 
the automated solution for pool rebalancing which mitigates the risk of impermanent 
loses, while also saving considerable expenditure on gas fees.

Our core goal is to optimize the liquidity position of our users and partners by providing 
better-concentrated liquidity reactive to market conditions. 

My liquidity Partner platform helps to manage the Uniswap V3 liquidity pool positions of 
its users and improves their efficiency.
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How I can choose a pool?

With My Liquidity Partner platform users can choose between 4 different pools 
available with different weekly rates that are based on coin volume and currency 
stability comparing to other coins:

 ETH (2,25% weekly)

 USDC (3% MONTHLY)



 BTC (2,25% weekly)

 SHIBA* (2,25% weekly)



*the stability reason is not applicable to SHIBA

USDC Alternative with My liquidity 
Partner platform?

BTC, SHIBA, and USDC pools are also available to Liquidity Partners. 

BTC pool is for those who want to participate in a larger yield pool, as the minimum 
deposit is 1 BTC, and for crypto natives who hold SHIBA, there’s also a pool to 
participate in. 
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Business Model 

MLP Token utility
MLP Token

The MLP token is a loyalty reward token for our existing Liquidity Pool Partners as a 
show of appreciation for our Partners participation in our program.

MLP TOKEN USECASES

 The token allows those who can’t afford to participate in the pool to join with the 
MLP token, and still reap rewards from the platform, whilst having access to 
immediate liquidity.

 The token will also be a staking and farming token, on a variety of the largest 
decentralised exchanges.

 Token holders will be able to donate or give their token to the Foundation, and act 
as a direct contributor to the Foundation’s Mission efforts. By donating your reward 
tokens to the Foundation, you will be providing support for the Foundation’s charity.
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Tech 

Implementation 

and Core 
MLP protocol is non-custodial asset management protocol builded on top of Uniswap 
v3. My liquidity Partner platform main goal is to provide the non-custodial active asset 
management functionality helping to increase and maximise LP efficiency within the 
highly volatile maker of cryptocurrencies. 



To decrease the custodial risks My liquidity Partner platform allocates two type if roles 
for the users: 



1. LP manager:

 can create Liquidity Pool (LP)

 can manage LP provided

 can not directly access or transfer (withdraw) the funds in MLP



2. LP Investor:

 can deposit assets to MLP

 can withdraw own assets from MLP

 can not directly access or transfer (withdraw) the funds from My Liquidity Partner 
platform. 
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The My liquidity Partner platform provides MLP Vaults for dynamic liquidity provisioning 
within Uniswap V3’s liquidity pools. Through these Vaults, My liquidity Partner platform 
will consistently and actively manage user assets in Uniswap V3’s lucrative liquidity 
pools, without opportunity of swapping or trading with partner’s coins. All the provided 
liquidity can be only used for mentioned pools on Uniswap V3. 

Governance TBD

MYLP will begin with centralized control of the protocol (such as choosing the reward 
rate, ability to list new tokens), and over time, will transition to complete community and 
stakeholder control. 
The following rights in the protocol are controlled by the admin

 The ability to list a new tokens for new managed pools

 The ability to update the reward rate per pools

 The ability to update the LP manager address for each pool

 The ability to choose a new admin, such as a DAO controlled by the community; 
because this DAO can itself choose a new admin, the administration has the ability 
to evolve over time, based on the decisions of the stakeholders.
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Tech Stack
Frontend

 NuxtJS (VueJS)



Backend

 typescrip

 hapi.j

 postgres

 Python (for core bot logic)


Smartcontracts

 Solidity

 hardhat

 NodeJs 



Tokenomics
TOTAL SUPPLY Unit 10 000 000 000

Tokensale

Tokensale amount

Private Sale Goal

Initial supply

Initial Market Cap

%

MLP

USD

MLP

USD

8 %

800 000 000

8 000 000

187 234 043

2 514 286

Private Round

Share from tokensale amount

Private Sale Goal

Private Profit

Amount

Unlocked at TGE

Unlocked each month

Price

%

USD

%

MLP

%

%

USD

80 %

6 400 000

44%

680 851 064

10%

5,0%

0,009

Public Round

Share from tokensale amount

Fundraising target

Discount

Amount

Unlocked at TGE

%

USD

%

MLP

%

20 %

1 600 000

0%

119 148 936

100%

Listing Price USD 0,013
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Description MLP %

Incentives // influencers and 
marketing tokens 

Funds to be used for providing 
liquidity on DEX and CEX

Farming // Staking pool

Vault 

Tokens provided to the 
community, ambassadors, 
partners 

Tokens provided for marketing 
activities 

MLP Contributors fund

Tokensale

Incentives 

Liquidity

LP Rewards

Team & Advisors

Reserve fund

Community

Marketing

Development

800 000 000

1 000 000 000

3 000 000 000

3 000 000 000

700 000 000

800 000 000

250 000 000

250 000 000

200 000 000

8 %

10 %

30 %

30 %

7 %

8 %

2,5 %

2,5 %

2 %

Total supply 10 000 000 000 100 %

Token Allocation
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Vesting Diagram 

Use of Funds

Fundraising Goal 8 000 000 USDT

Use of Funds Liquidity 100 % 8  000 000

TOTAL 8 000 000
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Marketing Model 
Some of these include: 

 SEO promotio

 Keyword search optimizatio

 Advertising via bloggers on social networks: Reddit, Facebook, Linkedin, Twitter, 
YouTube and Instagram primaril

 Targeted website banner

 Targeted email newsletter

 Experiential marketing techniques – engagement marketing via smart content 
usage, hands-on events and engrossing branding material used for generating 
project value perception among potential users

 Attraction of brand ambassadors 
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Meet The Team

VERLIN SANCIAGO

Managing Director, Ruby 
Family Foundation 

SOFYA PYZHAYKINA

Operations Director, Smart 
Contract Solution Ltd & 
Ruby Family Foundation

Zoe Kruger

International Project 
Manager, Smart Contract 
Solutions Ltd & Ruby 
Family Foundation

Hamad Nuaman   
Al-Ali


Liquidity Partner 
Acquisition Director and 
Owner, Al Ramtha 
Construction and Eng 
Consultancy LWK and 
Partners LLC High Land 
Properties LLC 

Keith Hooper

Senior Liquidity Partner 
and Chairman at Hooper 
Family Foundation

Bobby D Harris III

Liquidity Partner 
Acquisition Director and 
CEO at American Solar 
Advantage & Founder at 
BDH Engineering & 
Construction
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Tom Van Der 

Breggen

Senior Liquidity Pool 
Operator, Smart Contract 
Solutions Ltd.

Prashant Pandit

Liquidity Partner 
Acquisition Director & 
Executive Director 
Universal CLC

Anastasia 

Nepomnyashchikh

Chief Administrative 
Officer, Smart Contract 
Solutions Ltd & Ruby 
Family Foundation 

B.K. Johnson
Liquidity Partner 
Acquisition Director 
and CEO of Hashrate Inc.

Brenda Campos

Liquidity Partner 
Acquisition Director, Smart 
Contract Solutions Ltd

Nikolay Sachenko

Liquidity Pool Operator, 
Smart Contract Solutions 
Ltd
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Partners

Ruby Family Foundation

My Liquidity Partner is also linked directly to our Ruby Family Foundation, which is a 
fully transparent blockchain-based foundation wherein 100% of its funds are only 
allocated towards its mission with global outreach programs for children and mothers. 



By addressing the major issues of poverty and lack of essential needs including access 
to basic medical assistance, it is fully operational without the need for any donations 
and a unique blockchain voting protocol where the community is the voice. 



 The Ruby Family Foundation receives a weekly profit allocation from liquidity pool 
partnership initiative

 By becoming a liquidity partner, you are indirectly helping our outreach programs 
for children and mothers

 The foundation will continue to address the major issues of poverty and lack of 
essential needs including access to basic medical assistance

 The Ruby Family Foundation will be one of the first foundations on the blockchain 
with full transparency.

 100% of the funds are allocated only towards the mission, this means  zero amount 
is going to management and personnel.

 Team and management are all volunteering their time and resources for the 
foundation. 

The Real Story..


